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Hildegard lernt Fliegen
The Fundamental Rhythm of Unpolished Brains
„There is no right or wrong in jazz!“
Those who appreciate music with attitude, look no further: The sextet from
Bern (CH) has much more to offer than „strategic music-making“. Its new
album is an artistic encouragement to let go and lift off.
"Vocalist Andreas Schaerer has produced one of the cleverest and most
interesting recordings I've heard in a while."
Cadence New York USA - Apr 2010

"Hildegard Lernt Fliegen’s wit is no alibi, it’s passion."
Neue Zürcher Zeitung CH - Aug 2012

„With music, it’s like other disciplines: You always find artists devoted to something and who
then begin to abstract. This applies to jazz just as it does to painting or dance“, says singer
Andreas Schaerer, reflecting on Hildegard lernt Fliegen’s unique sound. „On this album, we
much more decisively followed our instinct. Our music is generally much less abstract than
most jazz music.“ It’s difficult not to agree: Founded in 2005, the band flirts with complex and
dense moments without forgetting humour and soul – and never getting academic. „I still drop
to my knees when I hear certain pieces by Frank Zappa,“ says Schaerer when the name of
the master of divine anarchy is mentioned.
„It wasn’t Zappas compositions that fascinated me most, but his energy and
uncompromisingness“. The suggestive first piece on the new album, Seven Oaks, with its
complexity and dynamics lets a further source of inspiration shine through: Stravinsky and
classical music of the 20th century.
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The powerful opening demonstrates a new aesthetic direction: „On stage, we have always
captivated our audience with our dynamic dramaturgy,“ says Schaerer: „We would start with
more subtle pieces and then steer our listeners to collective improvisations and more complex
compositions. In The Fundamental Rhythm of Unpolished Brains we have broken free from
this structure.“ Hildegard’s fourth album reflects both the pure joy of playing and self-confident
sovereignity. „You don’t have to be too gentle with an audience,“ believes Schaerer – and
includes himself. „I enjoy putting on a CD and that moment when the music captivates me
with a burst of energy.“
The group’s energy is definitely positive, in both boisterous and nuanced passages. Edgy and
atmospheric brass sections, a relaxed attitude and attention to detail, ingenious contrasts and
surprising associations demonstrate the musicians’ flexibility. Those who have experienced
Hildegard lernt Fliegen at one of its thrilling concerts will never forget the sheer stage
presence of the band. It is not by chance that the band has already toured in Russia and
China and has enthralled London’s spoilt audiences, played at European festivals, in theatres
and underground clubs. In particular, Andreas Schaerer’s exceptional expressiveness and
almost acrobatic musical range amazes: At times he sounds like an insisting circus
ringmaster, at others he raises his voice to the highest levels. All this, plus absurd scats,
beatbox-figures and onomatopoeic caprioles. Schaerer has of course studied these things, as
well as composition. He loves songwriters such as Tom Waits, Bob Dylan and Nick Drake;
here and there there you can pick out echos of his youth with Pink Floyd, as well as his
adoration of Gil Evans. By contrast, ingenious rhythmic tricks are based on Eastern European
influences, which have infected the whole band.
„I think it’s great to first concentrate more on the sound“, says Andreas Schaerer, „even
though the lyrics obviously have a background.“ At times, it is not easy to decipher their
meaning, as associative images intentionally leave room for one’s own interpretations. Some
lines in Pre & Post Sapients and Zeusler however are clear and prompt listeners to
contemplate questions of Zeitgeist and consumption. Letting go of old certainties and
paradigms in favour of new perspectives runs as an imaginary common theme through
Unpolished Brains and shapes both music and poetry. „The word Zeuseln is Swiss vernacular
and means to play with fire“, explains Schaerer. „The lyrics reflect on how far one is willing to
accept the escalation of a situation by not fulfilling certain expectations“. Hildegard lernt
Fliegen counters the anxious and stuffy with fresh ideas and acts like the grain of sand that
brings the machine of accordance to a halt. The band leaves conventions behind, yet does
not elevate nonconformism to a dogma, and despite precision shows stunning wit. Andreas
Schaerer sums up Hildegard’s enchanting cheek with the words: „There is no right or wrong in
jazz!“

Hildegard Lernt Fliegen – LIVE
Presented by Kulturnews

1.3.2014: Biel-Bienne CH, Les Caves
9.3.2014: Munich DE, BMW Welt Jazz Awards
26.3.2014: Jena DE, Volksbad
27.3.2014: Essen DE, Philharmonie
28.3.2014: Karlsruhe DE, Tempel
4.4.2014: Luxembourg LU, Philharmonie
22.4.2014: Hamburg DE, Fabrik (presented by NDRinfo Play Jazz)
23.4.2014: Berlin DE, A-Trane
24.4.2014: Berlin DE, Urban Spree
25.4.2014: Ilmenau DE, Jazzclub
29.4.2014: Mannheim DE, Alte Feuerwache
30.4.2014: Toblach IT, Kulturzentrum Grand Hotel
9.5.2014: Singen DE, Jazzclub
10.5.2014: Schaffhausen CH, Schaffhauser Jazzfestival (afternoon)
10.5.2014: Glarus CH, Kunsthaus
13.05.2014: Munich DE, Unterfahrt – Unterfahrt meets Biennale:
Double concert with Rom/Schaerer/Eberle + Andreas Schaerer & Lucas Niggli
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14.5.2014: Munich DE, Unterfahrt: Hildegard lernt fliegen
15.5.2014: Budapest HU, Budapest Music Center
17.5.2014: Zurich CH, Moods
18.5.2014: Bern CH, Bee-Flat in PROGR
18.5.2014: Bern CH, Bee-Flat (afternoon family concert)
21.7.2014: Ossiach - Villach AT, Carinthischer Sommer
The artists are available for interviews.
For general enquiries on artists or album and requests for GEMA information including EAN,
ISRCs, label or composer, local distributor please get in touch with us.
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